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In all honesty it feels a bit strange, with the ending of The Newsroom, to be
putting my voice on the opening page for the first time. To date, Louise has carried us into each issue
with her beautiful and poignant musings. It has felt like a gift with each reading! I am missing her
contribution and her collaboration already! I am also missing our quarterly Newsroom meetings with
Austin, Patricia, Louise and myself. Prior to each of the past sixteen issues, we would gather to talk
through the issue. It was a chance to connect, to harvest the last three months in the working life of
Milkweed and to see what submissions had come in from ‘Weeds‘ out in their own communities.
There is no such “gift” from Louise this time round, just as there was no Newsroom meeting prior to
beginning this issue. I’m going it alone, or “solo” so to speak. But then again, not really...
It seems fitting to end the distribution of The Newsroom with the threads of the Wildfire process filling
it’s pages. And this is where I am not alone. Putting Wildfire into an issue has perhaps been a bit lonely
without the support of my Newsroom colleagues, but I’ve certainly not been alone. For many hours, in
the sifting and sorting of your pieces for layout, I have been reading through all the processes and
viewing all the images, each time finding a new connection running through them that binds us together
in spirit. None of us are truly alone in the workings of the Wildfire.
So, as The Newsroom comes to rest, I would like to take this opportunity to say Thank You. Thank you
for your support in seeing The Newsroom come to life. Thank you for your continued support over the
last four years. Thank you for your support now, as its time is ending.
With much gratitude for the opportunity of bringing The Newsroom to life,

Robin McPhail-Dempsey
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WildFire 2015
Jess Har"s
Beverly Clarkson
THE BELL
Hathor’s Child
!
Jess carried the first spark of the Wildfire. She telephoned me on the appointed day and said she
was making a doll, a child doll she could carry around with her. She thought she would like to decorate the
child’s clothes with little amulets that would remind her of important times in her life. We talked about a
recent flood in her house and water in her ear that threw her balance off.
!
As I put down the receiver, the image of amniotic fluids breaking told me I must make a Mother. Is
this about my mother, I asked? No came the answer. It’s about the Great Mother – the Mother of us all.
Then I had the image of a large perfect circle. Nothing further.
!
Later that evening, I remembered our friend, the pianist Reginald Godden. Reg passed away years
ago but he used to give us fascinating things, among them the pelvic bone of a cow. Where was it now? I
ran to the basement and found it – seated on its ‘throne’ atop the water heater. I was thrilled by its weight
and strength, the old age of the hard bone – the beauty of its sculptural form.
!
Still later that night the voice of Edith Wallace, the wise woman who was my first Jungian analyst,
came to me, asking a question she had once posed: “If you were an animal what would you be? Don’t
think! Just tell me!” “A cow,” I said – then, embarrassed, I felt I’d revealed something weak in myself, wishing
I’d named a more beautiful and wild creature – like a gazelle or a whale. When I told her this, she
described the ancient Egyptian goddess Hathor - a Mother goddess often pictured as a cow. “So try not to
feel too bad,” she added. I did some research on Hathor, but she held little meaning – perhaps because of
life-long problems with my mother that only recently had begun to transform.
!
Seventeen years later, training to become an analyst, I met Hathor again during an inspiring course
on Egyptian mythology. This time she offered great meaning. I had failed to nurse my children, but Hathor
had not. Now we meet a third time and I want to embrace her.
!
I felt the pelvis was a response from the Beyond to my personal struggle. Ideas for the piece began
to emerge: One day I imagined the pelvic bone as a face, perhaps the face of Hathor. She was pictured as
a cow giving milk to the Pharaoh, also as a woman with cow’s ears. Sometimes she had curved horns, a
moon disc resting between them. I imagined the pelvic bone wrapped with torn strips of muslin, stained
with something red – blood, I thought. Birth blood. And Hathor wears a sacred necklace called a Menat.
Like a ring or a bracelet, a necklace (unbroken circles) signifies commitment. A promise made. Could I
make such a necklace for her?
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!
The Reveal was a long way off, so I put the pelvis and all the materials I’d gathered into a box in
my closet. From time to time, I would open the door and toss something into the box. But mostly I
forgot it . . .until two weeks before the Reveal.
What a shock to see how little I had done! !
!
That day I pictured the pelvis in a winter landscape. It had bare birch twigs growing out of it, and
sprigs of white pine. I went outside and gathered those bits of nature. Then I imagined the pallid bone was
the colour of Mother Earth in New Mexico: rich reds, oranges and maroons. I painted the pelvis those
colours. Finally, I stuck two small branches from the backyard crab apple tree through openings in the
front, the dark little apples amid shriveled leaves, still hanging on. Two days before the Reveal, a large bell
turned up on a shelf in the playroom. How had it migrated there from our percussion box in another
room? “Why this is a cowbell,” I exclaimed, and suspended it from a branch in the hollow behind the pelvic
opening.
!
The morning of the Reveal I was still drilling holes for the twigs through to the marrow of the hard
bone, trying to finish it, knowing I couldn’t.
!
The Reveal began. Jess was unable to attend, so I spoke first. As I described my process, the bell –
suspended in the pelvis seated on my lap – rang. I hadn’t counted on that. It clanged softly and briefly, in
the way of cowbells – as if a child were making a timid bid for care. “Yes, yes, I know,” I said gently, bending
to the bell with sympathy. The spontaneity of that response stunned me. This happened four or five times
and I responded without thinking, with the same empathy. But then, like a windup toy inexorably winding
down, I slowly came to a dead stop. I smiled apologetically, knowing there was something more – but
what? I could not speak. Time passed. Everyone looked at me expectantly. Finally I said – the Great Round
of the Seasons in mind – “So this is Hathor’s Winter Pelvis – because I am in the winter of my years.”
!
Later, I realized that the ringing bell, the ‘child’s voice,’ had reminded me of the music I could no
longer compose in 1967. I looked up Bell in my symbol book: “Since it is in a hanging position, it partakes of
the mystic significance of all objects which are suspended between heaven and earth. Its sound is a symbol of
creative power.” I had sensed an urgent need in the sound – that of a small child to be heard. Perhaps, I
thought, the Bell is Hathor’s necklace, seeking a promise to listen and to respond. I gave thanks for the
eternal Mother and her Child.
!
I want to add how much I loved all the deep, beautiful, incredible works, including those from you
who sustained the process though you could not be present at the Reveal. We missed you all very much,
but it was also as if you were here with us.
For All Our Relations,
Beverly
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Carolanne MacLean

My piece was a response to Beverly's
vision of motherhood as a big round
ball." It struck me that a circle was a
perfect representation of motherly
love and that ideally, a mother's love
would radiate out through her
children and into the world. I decided
to break my usual habit of working in
dark colours and use the brightest,
warmest ones I could muster." The
whitest circle represents the mother
and the other ones, the rebounding
echo into the universe.

Kir#y Burgum
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Maureen Sco$ Har"s

I mislaid the notes I kept for this project, so went back to my journal. There was only a small note in it:
Here’s what Kirsty sent me, followed by my comments:
“I don’t have any image to send you but I will be creating a piece of art that will contain circles, swirls,
spirals to represent Mother Love, Mother Earth, my mother and myself as a mother and how we are all
connected. What I have in mind is a fibre art piece in purples, blues, greens and gold on a cream/offwhat background. However, that may change to a canvas but the idea will stay the same.”
I haven’t spent a lot of time thinking directly about this, but have had it in the back of my mind. It’s hard
without having an image of some sort—what her description of shapes brought to mind was the G.F. Watt
painting at the AGO, a vision of the cosmos in golds and maybe purples, that seemed to me quite modern
when I looked at it. I’ll have to take another look when I go to meet Kelley on Wednesday. It’s a masculine
piece I think, summons the Lord in, and I thought briefly about bringing in the father who is surely part of
the web. But then my poem came to mind—currently titled ‘Gestalt’, but could perhaps also be called
‘Earthborn’ … I will work on it a little more and keep thinking, musing.
I also read another passage from my journal—at the time I was reading Alexander Skutch’s book about the
small farm he had in Costa Rica. He was a naturalist and ornithologist who did significant studies on birds
there, and wrote a lot:
I’m so taken with Skutch’s attitude towards animals and birds, his assumption that they have a psychic life and
his willingness to speculate about it, his understanding that they are equally alive, equally part of the world,
entitled to the same respect and consideration that we give to other humans. He acts out of that
conviction, and reasons it to interesting conclusions—such as he will not overwork his animals. He sees an
exchange between them and him, each serving the needs of the other. A kind of noblesse oblige and if there
are now problems visible in that attitude (assumption of superiority, etc.) it results in a deep sense of
responsibility towards the others and responsible actions.

Opening!

!

!

!

!

!

there’s a shape I want to make
(seeking the structures in the world that might be the source
of the structures by which we think)
the world gestures—
!
tree branch
!
!
claw (hand)
catching stars
pulling them close enough to touch
as we stand looking up
in the vertiginous night
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consider the tiny body
articulate curled fingers, perfect
toes, soft envelope of skin
all conduits for the world
cascading in
!
!
how did we get here?
begin with the night waters
the caught breath
held
let go
sea exhaling fog
grey upon grey upon grey
the moon disappearing
!
!
!
(Becalmed, Thamus the sailor walks the length of his ship, leans
out over the bow, calls Great Pan is dead! Lamentation drenches
the night)
or begin at the crossing of the great river
canoe hauled up on gravel
in the dawn light
(What is it you swim through, breasting the day, its slow rising
behind the row of spruce trees? And later, walking, arms swaying,
you feel yourself moving through something not quite like water
but more like water than nothing)
cry of the horizon
where ground meets sky
the merging
!
(Sibelius walked in the forest three hours a day. It composed him.
The lilt of human step, the larger movements of the pines, the
wind’s great breathing, how they thread among each other,
resonant, echoic)
branch star hand water
a simple vocabulary
snow field wind sky
to fill the heart
Earthborn
an opening occurred that made us possible
a space in which we could open

18.10.2015.a

MSH
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Dale Lang
Dear Wildfire friends,
When Maureen sent me her poem it proved to be a touchstone and an inspiration for me...... like a helping
hand pointing me to wisdom and solace. It’s meaning and power was an early presentient offering and
began a journey of resilience.
At the time my art studio was riddled with mushrooms growing between the walls and floor and was
about to undergo an unexpected total rebuild. My studio was unavailable to me so I chose to do my work
digitally.
Later on my husband's parkinson was getting worse and we were seeking an experimental gene therapy
trial for hope and some relief. Instead, he was diagnosed with the beginning of medicine induced dementia.
Our lives, my life changed.....even though the signs had been there for awhile, even though we knew it
eventually was a likely outcome down the road.....it was unexpected.......the consequences, another total
rebuild!
And it created instant and overwhelming chaos for me.
My first readings of Maureen’s poem engaged me with the structure and direction of thoughts and how
that might affect the physical experience of life and the eternal experience of the soul.
Here is a direct quote from Maureen’s poem that was the basis of my piece:
“There’s a shape i want to make
(seeking the structures in the world that might be the source of the structures by which we think)”
I sought out images that were inspired by the ideas in Maureen’s poem. Then I intuitively layered and
textured the images until I reached a satisfying composition. The process revealed a square composed of 4
foundational square images, each one composed of symbols and geometric patterns and shapes. Structure
upon structure, frames within frames became a visual holding of what might be possible in the seen and
unseen. It’s creation was a way to deal with the chaos.
I then had it printed on 16” x 16” acrylic and lived with it for awhile. Over time I was drawn to the many
ways it could be read and themes of relationship and reincarnation echoed throughout its many tellings. So I
titled it “Echoes.”
Everyday in my chaos I found myself grappling with the questions, “What can be done, what can’t be
done?” I repeatedly asked the questions of the images and eventually, a poem came through. That mystery
pondered the idea of the soul as guide and its relationship to our ambitions always on the horizon of our
lives. Eternity is often easily misunderstood.
As the familiarity of the chaos begins to attain a certain order I have come to an understanding and an
acceptance that the process of birth, life, death and rebirth, storied over and over again
and revealed in all things, all around me has become the ground I can walk on.....a structure to hold me. I am
blessed that this year’s Wildfire process has helped me come to that.
And now I ask you to celebrate heartily with me today - the 64th anniversary of one of my many arrivals!!
I will be thinking and imagining myself with you all in deep appreciation and joy and gratitude.
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Echoes
Bare branches with open fingers
Cannot catch the rain
Yet the falling veil of dew drops
Penetrate like a misty breath
Promising in time, in light, in darkness
Leafy hands to hold the many stars
So many and countless
In elusive gestures of mystery
Guiding a ship's sails
Blinded over a sun blazed horizon
Into infinite possibilities
What compass cries out like a beacon of light
Exploding us into being
Leaving echoes of our many selves, our many stars
In time, in light, in darkness
To begin again
To never end
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Sa"e Jenkins
My images came from the stimuli of thinking about structures, at a time last spring when my old birch
tree by the river, was showing his age, with breaking limbs and branches that were no longer producing
their usual spring offering of shoots and leaves. At the same time, my own limbs and joints were revealing
the wear and tear of age, and I had just celebrated my 65th birthday quietly, in a marginalized state due to
severe knee pain."
I did the initial drawing on my iPad and later moved to a gauze covered canvas. The gauze was initially a
texture but later for me it referenced the medical nature we attune to when our bodies fail us, rather
than the acceptance of the ageing process and the loss that it brings. At first I did not understand where
the bird came from, but later it seemed obvious that the bird's sense of freedom was severely
compromised by the loss and damage to the limbs, and was crying in protest. Crying at being at the
mercy of ageing and its failing limbs.
Pot script:
Six months later my knees are relatively fine, and the tree weathered another summer, only half the
branches produced leaves and there are many boughs on the grass around it, but we will see another
season or two! I was concerned about the darkness and incompleteness of the final painting, but it sits on
my easel now and there is nothing I want to change or add.
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Norma Lundberg
Sarie's image transported and inspired me. Her account of how it came about suggested so many possibilities,
but I had on hand only some drawing paper, pens, watercolour pencils, and some tubes of watercolour paint
with cheap brushes. Guzman's film, Nostalgia for the Light and Ovid's Metamorphoses came to mind, but how
exactly they might engender my response in concrete form I didn't yet know.
!
Monday morning"April 20, 2015: Coming through allergies, head cold morphing into bronchitis, bruised
from a fall, pinched nerve(s) in my lower back, with a finale of allergic reaction to pollens,"I searched online
noting the variety of images spawned by all the mythologies around the tree of life, noticed how "contained"
they appear: no deeply dispersed roots, and branches falling short of heaven.
!
That we have imagined star shapes in the form of trees, and the anchoring of meaning in the deep
roots of trees in the earth we live on, could operate on a much more personal level as well as a historical one.
I think of how so many of us try to discover our genealogical roots by tracing kinship, and how Guzman
directed our attention to our human kinship with the stars through the discovery by astronomers that the
calcium in our bones is derived from the very dust of the distant stars we see in the sky.
!
Is there a word that describes our kinship with both earth and heaven? or is that word simply: "living
being?" or: simply "created and creative creature?"
!
Then one morning, after a night of poor sleep, a dove called persistently in the courtyard below and I
suddenly recalled the broken-down courtyard among the Roman ruins on Kos that I visited so many years ago,
and the bird that sang there......!
!
After my Wildfire piece was put together, I chanced to come across in my journal an entry from 1999,
a recollection of my first meeting with Milkweed folk at the workshop they organized the weekend of October
18 that year, Bringing Psyche back to the Don River, with Basia Irland. Maureen Harris had mentioned it to me,
and I hoped it might help me reconnect with the city after being in France that summer, and then up in
Algonquin Park, and a visit to my ill brother in Alberta, and in profound culture shock alienating me from this
city. This is what I wrote back then:
At the end of the workshop, we were each to meditate on the clay piece we had created in recollection of our "private space" the
day before in the willow grove by the river. My piece ended up becoming a construction of leaf-sized and shaped pieces stuck
together to represent the forest floor and the partly disintegrating tree "columns" of that space so like a ruined temple, an island
sanctuary. I felt unable to draw anything so used the oil pastels to write about the small clay landscape I had fabricated, with one
collapsed "tree" resembling either a small cave, a shelter, or an altar: At the centre -- the heart -- of the tree island sanctuary was a
small and sheltered altar space hidden almost from downward view but from inside -- the heart of the matter -- looking upward to
the crowns of trees -- through to the canopy of air -- wanting, waiting to see -- as a winged creature sees -- the network of waters
from smallest origins through every space -- joining, becoming larger and stronger, always moving, into one strong river that reaches
even into a great lake, an ocean, passing by this altar -- this sanctuary -- on which this is given as an offering."

I seem to have come round again to my beginnings with Milkweed in making this piece in response to Sarie's
very moving painting, and am only sorry that because of another commitment out of the city that I can't be
with all of you today to participate in the deep imaginative connection of everybody's Wildfire creations.
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The pœmerium (also spelled pomerium) is a historical reference to the space
within the sacred boundaries of Rome, where foreign gods were forbidden.
The place is sometimes also referred to as " a sacred tree with a wall around
it."
An image from memory came to mind first, startled its way into the words,
spawned more images and words, then a metamorphosis over several
sleepless nights while ill in Paris.
My mind leads me to speak now of forms changed into new bodies: O gods
above, inspire this undertaking. . . .!
"
"
"
"
from the Proem of Ovid's Metamorphosis.

THEN on the Island of Kos
abandoned by the Romans
1700 years ago
a ruined courtyard
one tree sunlit
from one bare branch
a cage
where a single bird
sang
and sang
and sang
besides this bird
beside an empty fountain
who lived here now?

LATER on Isle de Paris, April 2015

in this other old city
its island
ruined by some of
my remote ancestors*
twelve hundred years ago
I visited another
courtyard
sunlit treeless enclosure
a single bird perched on its fountain
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while in the silent courtyard
below the open windows where I sleep
the call of a different dove
wakes the morning
*****

a sleepless night
the flowering trees
first among them Betula
beloved birch
release their clouds
of golden pollen
entered the open window
*****

to settle
on the branches
of my lungs
settle songless
on the bronchial tree
inside me
*****
hungry for clear air
and fearing ruin
no walls
can keep me
safe
though memory
keeps alive
my love of trees

*****
moved by fatigue

into dreamtime

where mythic Yggdrasil
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rises upended

to find new roots
deeply

its roots now reaching into the sky
its branches now my bronchia
spreading deep below
grounded
inside me

how contained the roots and branches in the images spawned
by mythologies of the tree of life
branches falling short of heaven under a skybowl.
the Arabs gave the familiar dog star, Canis Minor, an Arabic
name
Gomeisa, meaning the weeping one also a sycamine tree
from Arabic Al Jummaiz
still seen in the name of the beta star of the constellation
the end of the "handle" Polaris -- a guiding star for earthbound travelers, found
in this tree of heaven

my guide in the night
a constellation
a consola
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Carlo Gallina

Evolution
A breath taken
billions of years in the making
fills me
“Life stands still for no one”
Humility finds me wanting
with so many questions
about beginnings
middles
and ends
This tree of knowledge
keeps growing
Brooding
bloodied
branches of thought
reach outward bravely
but inward
fruit
still fall to the ground
unclaimed
This thing needs kinder water
“illumination”
in dark times
Blackboard skies
brings me to my knees
reflecting on the reign of great thinkers
past
those fallen ones
who once replenished
hungry roots
and found remarkable pathways
for all of us to follow
Our modern complaints
unworthy of such triumph
such meaning-filled
evolution

Carlo J. Gallina
April 24th, 2015
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Alex Bovk'

My pic, is called THE TREE OF DEATH and it is made up of
bones. The nasty face in the centre represents the ugliness and
fear when it comes to human death. Very unlike the TREE
death and rebirth, which is often times viewed as poetic.

Sylvia Ellio$
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Janine Kinch

There was an instant
recognition of shadow parts
of myself in Sylvia’s stone
faces. What came to me
were the “voices in my
head,” (the" self critical voices
that Eckhar t Tolle talks
about) voices that still
clamour for attention and
relate so well to my
Enneagram type and
personality structure! The
project met with a lot of
resistance but turned out to
be quite transformative.
"
The process became one of
recycling old material (image
#1) -amplifying (image #2)
deconstructing and
reconstructing- (image #3).
My intention was to weave
the fragments together with
a photo of the whole image
in the hope of integrating
them but what happened in
fact was the opposite. The
image appeared to be
behind bars..
"
What surprised me was the
compassion that was evoked
in me for this part of myself
and the insight that maybe
my core per sonality
s t r u c t u r e c a n o n ly b e
“softened” with self
acceptance.
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Nancy Newton

Her Highness the!Magic Lady

Wildfire 2015
“Re-Thought”
The two words that resonated with Janine’s e-mail delivery were collage and “thoughts”.
Rather than add collage pieces onto a developing paperwork, as is my usual practice, I decided to start
with random “marked” paper pieces. Each would suggest a variety of “floating” thoughts: big/small,
dark/light, simple/complex etc.
Instead of gluing them down, I traced around each one, numbered and lifted them off the paper.
I then spontaneously applied a diluted India ink wash around the shapes. When the wash was dry,
rather than putting them back into place, their positions were slightly shifted.
The creative process went from there: adding and subtracting marks, tearing the edges of the
paper and realigning in another spot. As the composition developed, so did a feeling of space, which
at the conclusion was enhanced in small ways; i.e. diminishing size, shadows, addition of metallic blue
suggestive of air.
Ultimately thoughts overlap, travel backwards and forward in the mind as lightening speed,
before they drift away. The process is always in flux.
Nancy Newton
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Pat"cia (Phail
The piece I received from Nancy Newton, mainly black and white with a few touches of colour made
me think of organic layers. My photography lately has been very organic - going out each morning to
catch the sunrise and the changing flora of my neighbourhood. I wanted to do more than just present
a photo - I wanted to try something new.
That something new meant that the learning curve I’ve been on continued to go straight up! Layering
the photos meant that I needed to do them as a word document which I then could not post as
pictures. I’m sure there is a way but I ran out of time. Choosing the photos of Earth, Moon and Sun
was the fun part - trying to remember where a certain photo was from the thousands I have taken took
some time but it allowed me to revisit some great shoots.
In each picture I started with a landscape, then added a sun photo over which I superimposed a moon
photo. Different times of year and different places - all of our beautiful world.
This is a process I will try again - maybe the egg will hatch into something new. I know I will continue
to photograph the sun, the moon and the earth in all its many manifestations.
Patricia McPhail November 2015
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Au#in Clarkson
Milkweed Seeds Float Far and Wide
During the Wildfire Reveal, I responded to Pat’s wonderful photos that superimpose the moon and sun in
different seasons. I reflected on how the sun and moon are behind all cosmologies, including that of the
Anishnabeg (Ojibway) People. They still conduct their lives and ceremonies in harmony with the teachings
of nature. They sit in a circle and send the talking stick around sunwise, clockwise. When they enter the
Sweat Lodge and when they dance, they move around the centre sunwise. The year consists of thirteen
28-day Moons, the feminine power that provides light during the night, while the Sun (the Creator)
provides light during the day. And so Pat’s photos present us with powerful and beautiful images of the
union of the masculine and feminine principles, the syzygy, during the cycle of the year.
My contribution to Wildfire was an account of how Beverly and I have become involved with the Native
people of the Barrie area. I wrote in the August issue about attending the Pow-Wow at Springwater Park,
which set in motion a train of events. Thanks to the vision of Mary Louise, the Barrie Native Friendship
Centre is sponsoring a Reconciliation Art Project that involves the Wildfire Process. They have also invited
Milkweed to provide Exploring Creativity in Depth programs for children, youth, young adults and
emerging artists.
The Reconciliation Art Project was in response to Action No. 83 of Justice Murray Sinclair’s Report of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission: “a strategy for Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists to undertake
collaborative projects and produce works that contribute to the reconciliation process.” Mary invited
seven Native and seven non-Native artists resident in Simcoe County to engage in a Wildfire process.
Beverly and I are members of the committee of Native and non-Native elders who are supporting the
artists.
To begin the Wildfire process, Paul Shilling led a Sweat Lodge Ceremony and Feast for the artists and
elders at his Washago homestead. The Native and non-Native artists took turns in choosing by lot the
order in which they will create their artworks. Each has two weeks to make a work and pass it on to the
next artist, who will respond to that work, and so on. The process will conclude in June 2016 with a Sweat
Lodge Ceremony followed by the Reveal of the fourteen artworks and sharing of the creative process.
Images of the original artworks together with statements by the artists will be reproduced on aluminum
sheets and displayed in kiosks in Springwater Park, which is co-managed by Beausoleil First Nation and the
Province. The Exhibition will be the basis for educational programming via print and web-based
publications and social media. The Learning Centre at Springwater Park will incorporate the Reconciliation
Art Exhibition in future educational programs.
The Ceremonial Dedication of the BNFC Reconciliation Art Project will take place at Springwater Park,
Minesing, Ontario, on National Aboriginal Day, Tuesday, June 21, 2016. Civic, County, Provincial and Federal
officials, representatives from Public, Catholic and French School Boards, and members of First Nations
and non-Aboriginal communities will be invited to attend the Ceremony. You are cordially invited to attend
the Dedication.
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Milkweed has been invited to provide ECiD program at the Barrie Native Friendship Centre and at the
Learning Centre in Springwater Park. Early in the new year we shall be providing a program for staff of the
BNFC and local artists who are interested in the project. It is likely that we shall provide weekly programs
at the BNFC starting next fall.
On November 14 I went to Springwater Park to meet with Jeff Monague, co-manager of Park and former
Chief of Beausoleil FN. I showed him the video of the ECiD, and he expressed great interest in having us
provide the program at the Park. He asked me why we named our group after Milkweed. I said that we
picked the name in 1999, when Monarch butterflies and the need to cultivate milkweed plants were much
in the news. I added that the butterfly is a symbol of the spirit in Greek mythology. He replied that
milkweed is highly valued by Native people for its medicinal properties, and that the sap is an effective
cure for poison ivy. I then remembered that the botanical name of the milkweed species common around
here is Asclepias tuberosa, named after the Greek god of medicine.
The healing potential of exploring creativity in depth is appreciated by Native teachers such as Basil
Johnston, the Anishnabeg (Ojibway) ethnologist and linguist. Johnston wrote of the necessity for young
people to receive a vision that will guide them through adulthood:
In and through vision a person may see, hear, sense, or even feel his first self, his incorporeal substance. By
vision he will discover that his nature demands growth in order to attain fullness and power. From the
moment of the enlightenment the seeker has a purpose. From the moment of the coming, the seeker is
obliged to regulate his deeds according to the vision. In a way a vision is discovery of self and what ought to
be. Growth begins.
Basil Johnston, Ojibway Heritage
Toronto: McLelland and Stewart, 1976, p. 115
The executive committee of Milkweed met on November 10 together with a representative from the
emerging artists who we trained this summer to facilitate the ECiD through the Kreativ U-turn program
we did for Toronto Arts Services’ Cultural Hotspot Project in Etobicoke. The young artists have formed
their own collective, the KUT 7 and have received $5,000 as a Legacy Project from Toronto to provide
arts camps at Etobicoke libraries during Christmas and March breaks. Arts Etobicoke has also hired them
to provide a program in the spring. They are extremely keen to assist senior staff in providing programs at
Barrie. The energy and commitment of these young artists inspired the committee to support fundraising
that will make it possible to continue the Kreativ U-turn program to train another cohort of emerging
artists.
While school boards seem averse to programs that educate the creative imagination, Milkweed seeds are
taking root in new and fertile pastures. With the help of young emerging artists, perhaps they will continue
to spread.
Mary Louise told us how milkweed spread in her home. Native drum makers use milkweed down to stuff
the heads of drumsticks. Mary wished to make a number of drumsticks, so this fall she gathered a big bag
of milkweed pods. Milkweed pods have to be dried, otherwise they will go moldy, so she placed them in
the oven. When she opened the oven door, the milkweed seeds burst out and filled her kitchen and dining
room. She had quite a time gathering them together again. We give thanks to Mary for spreading
Milkweed in so many creative ways!
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Geor) Bowerman

As a transplanted 'weed,' it was an honor to be invited to participate in this year's Wildfire process. After hearing so
much about the Milkweed Collective when I became a music student and mentee of Austin's a few years ago, and
then only observing the 2014 reveal, it is a privilege to now be part of the Wildfire 'weed' family. Many meaningful and
memorable experiences have taken form through interacting with you all, for which I am grateful!
My first wildfire piece reflects the process of becoming: of following your path, even into the uncertain and darkened
depths of the inner experience, concealed entirely from the outside world, with the promise of beauty and
transfiguration.

Oh, to be a cloud, drifting majestically
A knotted tree trunk, growing patiently
arms stretched out as a butterfly,
floating delicately
Leaping toward the horizon
to become the setting sun, loving
warmly
Flying out as the wind to kiss your face,
giving invisibly

The Call
Celebrate your poetry
with an open heart,
with secret, throbbing joy
not saddened by the dance
of the universe.
Melt like a cloud
!
make peace
!
be present
Only then will you awaken
The Synthesis
you
broken night
""""""""""""""listen for this soft embrace
"""""""""""""""""there is magic in how
"""""""""""""man and woman drink from
""""""""""""""""""""""the sacred star;
""""""""""""""""""""""eternity lingers
""""""""""""""""""""like the perfume
"""""""""""""""""""""""""of a flower

Dear being, awaken
to the power alive in your
wings;
create that seismic wave
concealed in your veins
as if a pearl,
afraid of its brilliance,
terrified of flying over its crest
for endless lengths
and endless lengths.

Do not turn your face
from its reflection
for nothing can free you
from destiny, even if
you long to forget who you
are-to never sleep, to starve your
soul-your free fall will never reach
its end:
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there, Aeolus will
send his saving winds
and Apollo his guiding melody,
keep your wings in time.
Soar, ever onward

Robin (Phail-Dempsey
When I received notes from George on his wildfire process, his piece was yet to be created, but would in
some way capture the process of a caterpillar becoming a butterfly. The process of life; of births and
deaths. His notes came to me during a three week stay at our family cottage this past summer
This property sits at the top of a hill, on the back-side of the road from Farlain Lake, in Tiny Township, just
outside Penetanguishene, ON. It was built by my grandparents, Helen and David McPhail, when my father
was a teenager. Photos show five generations of family have spent time at the cottage. Those greatgrandparents are gone, but the great-grandchildren are now enjoying the space that was created by them,
more than 60 years ago. There are so many memories of events, of extended family and stories that
surface when we are at the cottage, as my grandparents had siblings who also had property on the lake.
My parents spent some time there with us there this past summer and one of my favourite parts of being
there with them is hearing their stories of the cottage, which of course leads to other stories and now
even my girls, and my nieces and nephew have their own memories of the cottage and love to share
those too.
I have always held deep respect for the history of our cottage, but I was especially humbled during my
time there this past summer by the great history that surrounds the area, as the 400th anniversary of
Champlain's landing
was celebrated at the
begin-ing
of
August." " That landing
happened just a stone's
throw over the hill from
where our cottage is.
I wanted in some way,
to honour both of
these histories in my
piece and had the idea
of creating a “family
tree”. In going through
photos that were my
grand-parents, it was
wonderful and
mystifying at the same
time. Wonderful to see
faces of family, and of
friends that enjoyed the
cottage; mystifying to
see photos of people I
didn’t recognize, and
whose names have
gone with those that
have passed.
I have
begun the creation of a
family tree using images
from the cottage. My
grand-parents are the central figures in tree, with family and friends surrounding them. A much bigger
undertaking than I imagined, but well worth the effort!
Another idea that George talked of was the "endless peeling of the onion of ourselves". I really connected
to this as it's been the process of trying to restore my digestive health... the peeling away of the layers to
get to the true issue. As a tribute to this idea, the history of the area and the beautiful birch tree that sits
on our cottage property, I am using birch bark in in my piece.
This piece is still in creation... peeling the layers takes time, and it’s proven to be something that I couldn’t
rush through. There are photos of a generation that I have yet to get a hold of so they can be included in
this family tree. The image is of my grand-parents, Helen and David McPhail, sitting on the couch at the
cottage... the people and the place that began this all.
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Co"ne Jonat
Elaine Krue)r
After reading Corine’s statement I grabbed the hand image and decided to design" a glove with a tree
motif. After doing this I knit the glove.
But all the while there were doubts. This wasn’t exactly what I
wanted to do for" Wildfire. I felt that it didn’t stretch me.
Although the technique was difficult I felt I needed to take a
chance with something more transformative. At the same time
I got a poem in my email that helped me make the transition."
The Edge of Doubt by Albert Huffstickler
There is always that edge of doubt.
Trust it, that's where the new things come from.
If you can't live with it, get out,
! Because when it's gone, you're on Automatic,
Repeating something you've learned.
Let your prayer be:
Save me from that tempting certainty that
Leads me back from the Edge,
That dark edge where the first light breaks.
!
!
!
!
After that I created my little sculpture which makes me happy."
The Statement
Made of wood from the beaches of Cape Breton, this
delighted figure
standing on beach pebbles represents layers of renewal of life."
She’s connected to her roots. On her dress is a pattern of cells."
An aliveness. She is the Tree of life, the Core and the Essence
of life."
If you talk to her, she takes in all that is said and you are
transformed for"
having spoken. You feel heard and therefore released. She
serves the important
role of connection to Self."
Sept. 20, 2015"
Thank you for the opportunity to do a Wildfire with the group."
Love, Elaine
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Amy Capern
This poem was written bottom up like a growing seed but it also reads well going down. After I wrote about the
seed I realized it was not the season for growth and was not the time for the seed and that led to the Mother
Earth poem.
The seed is in me
The seed feeds me
I am the seed
Generations before
Listening to an inner knowing
Growing when the time was right
Moving
Challenging
Life
The Seed
How Do I Rise When I am Falling?
Mother Earth I need you now.
Your warmth is hard to find.
The chill is right behind me.
My growth is fading as the days collapse on me.
Your light in the morning doesn't keep me safe anymore.
I walk in the darkness afraid of the night.
My doors and windows are locked up tight.
Oh why have you brought this darkness instead of light?
Why have you brought death not life?
What I see is your Earth....
Fading
Lacking
Releasing
Falling
Back into you....
I want to be the growth, the colour, the beauty the life.
I want to be back in that place.
I do not accept these long dark nights.
I kick and scream, flail and fight.
Hoping you will see my pain and bring back the light.
But the rain has come.
It flows like the tears on my face.
I want to stop and smell the roses but they have all gone.
I look for the warmth in your embrace but I find you only in the corners of
the darkness.
The cold is coming and your light is fading.
Are you letting go?
Is your cold embrace the lack of....
Love?
Desire to live?
To fight for the light?
To fight for life?
Or do I need to just accept the night?
Feel the bite and see the lack of light.
The beauty in the shadowy places.
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This is the poem that came just before I created the fibre art piece.
My Wishes in the Wind
The wishes I made but never shared
They told me that was bad luck
So I held them in
Then blew them out....
My wishes went into the wind.

Anne Howells
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May your holiday season be filled with joy and peace.

May the seeds of Milkweed continue to be sown far and wide.
May the Wildfire continue burn.
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